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Chris Shah makes a splash near
Chloride Canyon, along the New Mexico
Backcountry Discovery Route.
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e traveled as a family: my partner, Zimbabwean-born
Gary, with 40 years of adventure riding under his belt,
including nine Roof of Africa hard enduro races; and my son
Chris, Kenyan-born and raised, now living in the U.S., new to
riding but with natural talent and the boundless energy and
enthusiasm of youth. Then there’s me, a Londoner who has lived
in East Africa for 25 years—a nervous rider but near-fearless
pillion with thousands of miles on four continents.
Our plan to ride the American Southwest began the year
before when Gary was recovering from a collision between his
Ténéré XT660Z and a truck near our home on the edge of Kenya’s
Rift Valley. Watching ADV riding videos seems a particular torture
enjoyed by bikers laid up with injuries, and Gary had stumbled upon
YouTube clips of exciting off-road backcountry routes through parts of
the U.S. we had long wanted to explore. Nothing speeds recovery like
the prospect of a new adventure so we started planning.
Our budget would be $25 per day each, so motels would be an
occasional luxury, with camping making up 90% of our accommodation.
This meant finding an affordable bike to carry Gary and me, our camping
equipment, food and water, tools, spares, and clothing required for a
long-distance ride. Our first choice would have been our Africa mount, the
exceptional F800GSA, but as our budget didn’t stretch that far, we settled
on a 2006 air-cooled BMW R1200GS. For Gary, the five most important
specifications for a bike are suspension, suspension, suspension, brakes,
then power; this one had been upgraded with full Ohlins suspension front
and back and a Remus exhaust system. And for me there was the luxury of a
Sargent seat. Chris chose a 2011 Kawasaki KLR 650 and spent every second of
his free time over the winter practicing off-road riding skills.
We began our ride in May 2016 from North Carolina, heading 2,000 miles west
to Reserve, New Mexico. It was early in the season and many mountain passes
were still snow-packed, so we headed south, leaving higher elevations for later in

Debbie and Gary take a break in
Arizona, along the Mogollon Rim.
Photo by Chris Shah
AdventureMotorcycle.com
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the ride. I had been in contact with Bill Dragoo, ADV
rider coach and writer and, although we had not yet
actually met Bill and his wife Susan as they were away,
they kindly allowed us use of their workshop and home
in Oklahoma on our way west. There, we serviced the
BMW and fitted a new set of Shinko tires, ably assisted
by one of Bill’s riding coaches and fellow adventurer,
Josh Jewell. Setting out from their home, we ran ahead
of two tornadoes with winds threatening to blow us
right off our bikes, with Chris having experienced a
terrifying high-speed front tire blow-out before arriving
safely in New Mexico, where we had the pleasure of
camping with Bill and Susan for our first two nights. Their
Camping with Bill and Susan Dragoo our first two nights got
advice stood us in good stead for the experience ahead.
us off on the right foot, as we learned about free dispersed
Southern New Mexico was a gentle introduction to the
camping in the U.S. national forests. Here, Bill, Chris and Gary
BDRs
and we bumped through Chloride Canyon, cruised
enjoy a campfire in the Gila National Forest in New Mexico.
Billy the Kid country, and sped along the Route of the
Dead Man. The weather was perfect, the sand not too soft,
and
road runners raced alongside as we wound our way
Chris’ well staked tent survived
up through Cloudcroft and south toward the Guadalupe
a windy night at Elephant
Butte Lake near Truth or
Mountains. It was idyllic riding and we maintained a good
Consequences, New Mexico.
pace as we settled into the rhythm of the road. We camped
along the way, and marveled at how easy it is to do so: In
almost all National Forests one can camp anywhere there is
a trail, usually completely free of charge. We stayed in some
remote and beautiful places and, while there is no denying
that carrying the extra water needed for washing and
cooking, finding decent fresh food, and setting up camp after
a hard day’s ride on a daily basis is hard work, the rewards of
sitting around a fire under twinkling stars recounting the day’s
adventures make it all worthwhile.
Having allowed plenty of time gave us the luxury of extra
days to explore. After riding the Guadalupe rim, we headed
east to Carlsbad and underground to view the marvel of the
caverns and to stay with yet more new adventure riding friends,
Nate and Colleen Skelton. We made use of their workshop,
replacing the rear wheel bearings on the KLR—the first of its
many technical problems—before riding into Arizona and the
The BDRs presented
beginning of the state’s hottest summer on record.
us with challenging
We rode along the Mexican border under the keen electronic
two-up riding.
eye of security cameras and were stopped by a friendly ranger
who made sure we weren’t sneaking illegal substances into the
country before spending the longest miles of our lives wallowing
in deep sand on our overladen beasts. After several hours of
struggle, we were rescued by fierce Arizonan Dick, who despite
dire warnings on his gate that we were in firing range, was friendly
and hospitable, inviting us to refill our depleted water reserves
and stay in his guest cabin overnight.
Arizona presented some of the most challenging riding for us
two-up. Serene Ponderosa pine forests hid deep, whooped-out
black volcanic sand; Saguaro cactus-spotted hills led to loose, rocky,
twisted escarpments with deep sand washes; and Gray Mountain’s
baby-head boulders and step-ups flung us ruthlessly to the ground,
damaging bikes and egos alike. We found our two-up mojo on the
technical, washed-away Pioneer Pass—possibly our favorite climb
of the trip—and the beautiful, rock-strewn Cherry Creek was aflame
with a forest fire that cast an eerie pink light while smoke drifted
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around us in heat that rose to 118°F.
The Navajo Nation in northern Arizona offered a calm
respite after some tough days. Wild mustangs galloped
across the plains ahead of us and we were the only three
people on the rim of the Grand Canyon, awed by the
wonders of nature. We finished the route as the sun set,
lighting up the spectacular Vermillion Cliffs straddling
Arizona and Utah.
Before tackling the Utah BDR we took a few days
to ride around the 1.9 million-acre Grand StaircaseEscalante National Monument, taking in Scenic
Highways 89A and 12, Red Canyon, Bryce Canyon and
the gorgeous Burr Trail from Boulder to Bullfrog, across
Lake Powell and into Glen Canyon National Recreation
Area. We spent a day scrambling through slot canyons
and cleaning the KLR’s air filter with help from the
Desert Doctor in Escalante before arriving at the Valley
of the Gods.
The whole of southern Utah is breathtaking and the
riding superb. Fast dirt tracks intersperse with rocky
mesas and damp clay, deep sand with rides up into
alpine forests. We couldn’t resist adding the White
Rim Trail in Canyonlands National Park to our route
for some white-knuckle riding against one of earth’s
most spectacular backdrops. Then we wound our way
northward through the hot, sandy flats around uranium
mines and the curvy Yellow Cat Canyon and back into
cool mountain forests before dropping down to Blue
Lake and raspberry smoothies, a finale to the UTBDR.
The Colorado BDR promised spectacular scenery and

technical riding and, as it turned out, Colorado threw every kind
of technical at us, from sloppy, bike-eating magnesium chloride
in the north to torrential rain and floods in the south. We spent
almost the entire time getting wet, but we also experienced
some of our most adrenaline-spikingly fun riding. River crossings
swollen with late snowmelt ran fast and deep. Flash floods left
trails treacherously slippery with wet clay, and mountain passes
flung hail and sleet at us as we traversed slick switchbacks dodging
falling rocks.
The weather couldn’t dampen our joy in the mountain riding
but the wet clay forest trails proved the worst for us two-up with
our heavily laden bike. We battled the elements, determination
slowly turning to frustration when the going became impossibly
slow. Chris merrily slid around on the KLR, enjoying even the
horrible conditions, and he became adept at helping us pick up the
BMW. With just half a section to go and with the KLR’s mechanical
problems, we reluctantly hit the pavement back toward New
Mexico where we still hoped to ride the northern mountains. Alas,
the conditions were worse and we called a reluctant halt; Chris had
been recalled to work in Alaska so we had to leave New Mexico
unfinished. But what better reason to plan another ride?
What stood out overwhelmingly on our two-up, 50-day,
10,000-mile and four consecutive Backcountry Discovery Routes
adventure was the kindness of the people we met en route.
Without exception, folk went out of their way to share their homes,
workshops, skills, spare parts, stories and experiences with us.
The hand of friendship was again and again extended to us three
scruffy and weirdly accented bikers, and in our world of fear
and atrocities, we were humbled by the genuine decency of the
American people. We were welcomed to share a private hot spring

We enjoyed some long
stretches of road in New
Mexico’s wide open spaces.
AdventureMotorcycle.com
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Riding for
Visitors to
the U.S.
PROS

Wide open spaces with no border crossings
Kindness and hospitality of the people
Spectacular scenery
The Butler Maps and GPS tracks for the BDRs
made the difference between a successful trip
and running around in circles

CONS

Buying a motorcycle as a non-resident is
complex
A U.S. credit card is required for permits
Refueling can be annoying as foreign
credit cards or cash payments must be
made before filling
Buying Butler Maps without a U.S. credit
card and address is costly and time consuming
In remote areas, service stations are often
the only source of food—it’s mostly junk
food—and staples such as vegetables, fruit
and fresh meat are hard to find

Near the historic mining town of Chloride,
New Mexico, its namesake canyon offers
rough, rocky roads, multiple stream
crossings, and wonderful scenery.
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for a night in Colorado, had pannier frames welded together with
arrowheads and saw blades on a remote farm in Arizona, a Texas
Cowboy offered me protection in the form of a gun when he knew
I’d be alone for a couple of hours, friendly strangers left food for
us at campsites and the community of bikers wholly embraced us,
offering valuable information and sharing their homes, showers and
washing machines with us. Not a single person was anything less
than welcoming and more so when realizing we traveled as a family.
We rode thousands upon thousands of miles free from the hassle
of border crossings. This is a luxury Americans may not appreciate,
but for us it was an ultimate freedom and stands in contrast to our
experience in other parts of the world.
After returning home and riding sub-Saharan Africa in the
intervening months, we returned to the U.S. in May 2017 for more
off-road adventures, this time on the nimbler F800GS.
Debbie Shah always had a fascination with Africa
and in her 20s left England to explore the wide open,
wild places of Tanzania and Kenya where she has now
spent nearly half her life. She raised four children, taking
every opportunity to go on safari with them before
discovering the joy of two wheels with her partner, a
former hard enduro racer and passionate adventure rider from South
Africa. Together they have ridden on four continents taking the trail less
traveled. Debbie owns and occasionally rides a Honda 230 CRF but much
prefers the back seat, especially in challenging terrain and remote locations
where she is free to admire the scenery and take endless photographs.
TheBackSeatrider.com

